
Cherish This Moment

Kem

The sun sends us another day
I wipe the frost from my window
But, not quite like it used to be
Even the clouds are in a hurry

The kids gotta get off to school yeah, yeah
We can?t deny them their learning oh no

Never gave a damn about the morning news
Those affairs aren't my worry

I?m not concerned if the minimum wage is at an all time low
Shame has defamed our economy, yeah

I?m not overwhelmed with gloom even though it?s sad girl
?Cause after lovin' someone like you, what in the world could be so bad

No guarantees that this time will come again baby
So cherish this moment

No guarantees that our love will be like this again girl
So let?s cherish this moment baby
We may never love again on earth

So when it comes lets embrace it baby, baby
No matter how hard it?s been, babe

I don?t believe we can replace it
Forget my troubles when you?re around baby
Even though it might look scary yeah, yeah

I?m so happy that we kind of settled down girl
Lovin' you is primary

I?m not concerned if the minimum wage is at an all time low
Shame has defamed our economy

I?m not overwhelmed with gloom even though it's sad
?Cause after lovin' someone like you

What in the world could be so bad
No guarantees that this time will come again babe, yeah, yeah

Oh let?s cherish this moment girl
No guarantees our lips will meet quite like this again girl

So let?s cherish this moment
There are no guarantees that we will live as free, yeah as we're right now

Cherish this moment
No guarantees our love will drift like this again girl

I want to share this moment
I want to stay here in this moment baby

There?s no better place to be than right here that can be
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